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Throughout the semester the CLO’s guided me to improve on my writing pieces from

my drafts to my final documents. After reading my draft and receiving criticism from my

peers I would apply certain aspects of the CLO to my own work. Each CLO is specific

enough to find areas to improve on based on your own document that you can find on your

own.

In the first draft for the product review assignment I was unsure how the draft should

be organized. Because of this my first draft was vague and required a lot of improvement.

The second draft I created had a structure and a plan for the final version of my product

review but it was personal as I used personal pronouns. My final outline was a big

improvement from the drafts as I removed personal pronouns and reflecting on my writing

goals allowed me to see where I should improve on in my future writing.

In my Lab report analysis I was again disorganized and did not match with the criteria

of the assignment. The assignment was to compare documents I chose from the CCNY

database and my comparisons did not have enough depth in the first draft. Towards

improvements of the final I had to analyze the individual sections of the labs I chose. This

allowed me to see the differences of the documents and see how the structures affect the

overall Lab. Looking for different sources in the CCNY library allowed me to explore the CLO

of practicing using different sources.

The technical description had me looking for ways to improve my work through peer

reviews. In my first draft I lacked identifying the parts of my item. With peer reviews during

this assignment what I saw in my classmates work and applied it to my own. I saw my work

lacking in structure and lacking in specifications. Seeing how my Peer labeled each part of

each section without missing any information. Through practice of the assignments before I

was able to learn how to improve this assignment.



The other assignments were a mix of all improvements. For the collaborative project I

learned to work with others and develop a rhetorical sensibility of the project. Each

assignment is a reflection of the previous assignment before as they all improve and use a

section of the CLO.


